
ON ALMOST MAXIMAL RIGHT IDEALS
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Abstract. A concept of "a prime ideal" in a commutative ring is

extended to a general ring such that it properly includes the class

of maximal one sided ideals. Such a right (or left) ideal is called

almost maximal. The main theorems in the present paper are as

follows:

(1) If R is a ring with 1 then a right ideal / is almost maximal

if and only if Homii([R/I]o, [R/l]o) is a division ring where [.R//]o

is the quasi-injective hull of R/I, and for any nonzero submodule

N of R/I there is a nonzero endomorphism / of R/I such that

}{R/I)CN. _
(2) If R is a ring with 1 then R is a right noetherian ring and

every almost maximal right ideal is maximal if and only if R is a

right artinian ring.

1. If R is a ring and J is a right ideal of R, let N(I) = {xER\ xIEl}

and N*(I)= {xEN(I)\xyEI if and only iiyEl}. N(I) is called the
"normalizer of I" in R and it is the largest subring of R in which /

is contained as an ideal. (Refer [4, p. 25].) Let R\I denote the (set)

complement of I in R. We define a right ideal / which is not R to be

almost maximal if and only if

(AI) for any a, bER\I there are rx, r2ER and cEN*(I) such that

arx=br2=c mod I,

(A2) if aER\I, then either aEN(I) or ar = ai mod i" for some

rER\I and iEI-
If R is a commutative ring then (A2) is true always for any ideal /

and the condition (AI) holds true if and only if / is a prime ideal.

The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorems:

(1) If R is a ring with 1 then a right ideal I is almost maximal if and

only if
(i) Homs([R/7]o, [P//]o) is a division ring, where [R/l]0 is the

quasi-injective hull of R/I,
(ii) if N is a nonzero submodule of R/I then there is a nonzero

endomorphism f in HomR(R/I, R/I) such that f(R/I)EN.
(2) If R is a ring with 1 then R is a right noetherian ring and every

almost maximal right ideal is maximal if and only if R is a right

artinian ring.

(2) is a generalization of Theorem 2 of [7, p. 205].
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2. Lemma 2.0. A proper right ideal I in a ring R is almost maximal

right ideal if and only if the right R-module M = R/I has the following
properties:

(i) Every nonzero submodule of M is large.

(ii) m^O in M there exists rER such that Ann(mr) = 7.

(iii) m in M, either Ann(m)~)I or Ann(m)(JV, where for any mEM,

Ann(m) = {rER\mr = 0}.

Proof. Suppose I is almost maximal. By (AI), (i) and (ii) are

true. To see (iii), assume Ann(m)C7. Let m = a+I such that aEI-

Let J = Ann(m). If xEI such that axEI then a(J;./V(7). Hence by

(iii) there exists yER\I such that aiy — i)EI for some iEI- There-

fore y — iEJEI and yEI- This is impossible. Thus ZCAnn(w).

Conversely, suppose R\I satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii). Let a, bER\I-

Then by (i) there exist ri and r2 in R such that mri = mr<!,; i.e., ar\ = bri

mod I. Now by (ii) there exists rER such that Ann(mrir)=I

= Ann(wr2f). Hence ar\r=ari.r=-c mod I for some c£A*(7). Now

let aER\I such that of£iV(/). Then Ann (a+7) 3)/. Hence by (iii)

Ann (a+7) (£7. Let xEAnn(a+I) such that xEI and let iEI such

that aiEI- Then ax=ai mod I.

Corollary. If I is a maximal modular right ideal then I is almost

maximal.

Proof. The right P-module R/I is simple, and it trivially satisfies

the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 2.0. Thus 7 is almost

maximal.

Lemma 2.1. Let R be a ring and I be a right ideal such that I^R.

Then I is an almost maximal right ideal if and only if

(i) I is irreducible in the sense that if A and B are right ideals such

that ADI, TO 7, A^I and B^1 then AC\Bj^I.
(ii) if a"1! contains I properly for some aER then aEI,

(iii) if J is a right ideal of R which properly contains I and aER,

then, IEa~xJ implies a"1 J properly contains I,

(iv) if J is a right ideal which contains I properly then N(I)r\J^I.

Proof. Suppose I is almost maximal. We observe that (i) and (iv)

are direct consequence of (AI). To see (ii), consider the right R-

module R/I. If aER, let [a] = a +1 and Ann([a])= {rER\arEl}-

Suppose Ann( [a])DT and Ann([a])^I. We claim that aEI- If aEI

then, by (ii) of Lemma 2.0, there is r' in R such that Ann([ar']) = 7.

Hence Ann([a])^P. Let bER such that bEAnn([a]). Then, again,

by (ii) of Lemma 2.0 there is r0ER such that Ann([abr0])=I. By
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(iii) of Lemma 2.0, either Ann([br0])(tl or Ann([br0])DI. Since

Ann([&r0])CAnn([a&r0])=P this means that Ann([br0])f)I and

therefore Ann([br0]) = I. By (i) of Lemma 2.0, br0R + I/I

r\Ann([a])/I^0. Let [br0r'] = df^0 for some r'ER and d£Ann([a]).

Since Ann((/r0]) =/, r'EI- However br or' —dE I implies that

abrar' = ad = 0 and r'GAnn([a&r0]) =P This is a contradiction. Now

to see (iii), suppose a~lJ = I for some aER and some right ideal J

which contains I properly. If aEI then a~lJ = R. So suppose aEI-

Let jEJ such that JEI- Then by (AI) there exist rx, r2ER and

cEN*(I) such that arx=jr2 = c. Since riGa_1-7 and a~1J = I, rxEI-

Therefore a$A(7) for if aEN(I) then cGA*(7). Hence by (A2),

there exist r'ER\I and iG-f such that ar' = ai. This means that

(r' —i)Ea~1J = I and r'EI- This is impossible. Conversely, assume

conditions (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv). Then the conditions (i) and (ii) of

Lemma 2.0 are satisfied. To see the condition (iii) of Lemma 2.0 is

satisfied, one observes that if Ann([a])7j)i" then the right ideal al+I

contains I properly and a~1(aI+I)Z)I- Hence by (iii), there exists

xEa~l(aI+I) such that xEI and ax = ai+i' ior some i, i'EI.

Therefore if Ann([a])C^ then x — iEAnn([a])EI and xEI- This is

impossible. Hence Ann([a])(£P Thus by Lemma 2.0, I is almost

maximal.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose I is a right ideal of R such that N(I)?^I and

R2(£l. If Homit([R/l]o, [P//]o) is a division ring and for any non-

zero submodule N of R/I there is a nonzero f EYlomR(RfI, R/I) such

that f (R/I)EN then N*(I)=N(I)\I.

Proof. Clearly N*(I)EN(I)\I. Let cEN(I)\I. Let

J = {x ER\xR EI}.

Then / is a right ideal of R. Define tc(r+I)=cr+I for any rER-

Then ^GHom^P/P R/I). If tc is a nonzero homomorphism then the

kernel of tc is zero since Honis([i?/7]o, [P//]o) is a division ring and

hence cEN*(I). So suppose tc is a zero homomorphism. Then eEJ

and J/I is a nonzero submodule of R/I. Hence by hypothesis, there

exists a nonzero/GHomij(P/P R/I) such that f(R/I)EJ/I. Let
xER\I such that xR(£l. Then f(x + I)^0 since the kernel of/ is

zero and hence f(x+I) =j + 1 for some jEJ\I- Therefore/(x+7)P = 0

and xREI- This is impossible. Thus tc is not a zero homomorphism

and cEN*(I).

Theorem 2.3. Let I be a right ideal of a ring R such that N(I)^I

and R2EI- Then I is an almost maximal right ideal if and only if
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(i) HomB([P/7]0, [P/7]o) is a division ring,

(ii) if N is a nonzero submodule of R/I then there is a nonzero

fEHomB(R/I, R/I) such that f(R/I)EN.

Proof. If 7 is an almost maximal right ideal of R then by Lemma

2.1 and [6, Theorem 3.2, p. 67], HomB([P/7]0, [R/l]o) is a division

ring. Let N be a nonzero submodule of P/7. Then N = J/1 lor some

right ideal J. Let jEJ, jEI- By (AI) there exist rER and c£-/V*(7)

such that jr = c mod T. Define tc(x+I)=cx + I lor any xER- Then

tcr\rlomR(R/1, R/I) and tc(R/I)EN. Conversely, assume (i) and

(ii). Let cEN(I) and cEI- Then by Lemma 2.2, cEN*(I). Let

a, bER\L Let Ni=aR + I/I and N2 = bR+I/I. Then Nu A2 are
nonzero submodules of R/I, since if either aREI or bREI then a or b

would be an element of N(I)\I which is not an element of N*(I)

which is, of course, absurd since N*(I) = N(I)\I by Lemma 2.2. If

Ai^A2 = 0, we can define an P-homomorphism from N1 + N2 into

P/Tby/:wi + «2—>n2, «2GA2 and ra2£A2. An extension/of/to [P/T]0

would have a nonzero kernel, which is, of course, impossible since

HomB([P/T]o, [P/T]0) is a division ring. Therefore N = Nir^Ni is a

nonzero submodule of P/7. Hence there is a nonzero homomorphism

/GHomB(P/7, P/7) such that/(P/7)CA. Letf(c+I)=c'+I. Then
c'EN(I)\I = N*(I) since c£A(7)\7 and the kernel of / is zero.

Since c'+IEN, c'+1 = ari+I = br%+I for some r\, r-i in P. Thus

ari = br2 = c' mod 7. This proves (AI). To prove (A2), let aER\I and

aEN(I)- Let J = al+I. Then / contains 7 properly and a~1J~^I-

If I = arlJ, define <f>'.ar+I—*r +1 lor all rER- If ar\ — ar^El for some

fi, r2ER then ri—riEa~1IEa~1J = 1. Hence ri — r^EI and ^ is a

nonzero homomorphism of the submodule (a+I)R onto P/7. There-

fore, an extension 4> of <j> to [P/7]o is an isomorphism since

Hoiti.r([P/7]o, [P/7]0) is a division ring. Hence the kernel of d> is

zero and alEI- Hence 0_1(T/7)P\7/7^0 and ajEJ for some jEI-

This contradicts the assumption that I = a~1J. Thus a~lJ must con-

tain 7 properly and ar'=ai mod 7 for some r'EI and some iEI-

Remark 2.4. In case R is a semiprime ring with zero singular

(right) ideal and U is a uniform right ideal, that is, every pair of

nonzero right ideals of R which are contained in U has a nonzero

intersection then for any O^xEU the right annihilators of x is an

almost maximal right ideal. This can be seen as follows. First we

note that xR=R/(x)r where (x)r is the right annihilators of x. Hence

by [5, 1.7, p. 263], HomB([R/(x)]T0, [R/(x)]T0) is a division ring. If

A is a nonzero submodule of R/(x)T, then N = J/(x)r for some right

ideal J. Since R is semiprime and xJ^O, Jx^O. Let jx^OEJ for
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some j. Then (jx)r=(xy since the right singular ideal of R is zero.

Hence the map: tjx(r + (x)r)=jxr + (x)r for all rER is a nonzero

homomorphism of R/(x)r into R/(x)r and tjx(R/(x)r)EJ/(x)r.

3. Lemma 3.1. Let R be a semiprime right Goldie ring. Then every

almost maximal right ideal of R is maximal if and only if R is a semi-

simple artinian ring.

Proof. If R is a semisimple artinian ring then every module is

injective. Hence if I is an almost maximal right ideal of R such that

R/I contains a nonzero submodule then it must be a direct summand

of R/I. Since every pair of nonzero submodules of R/I has a nonzero

intersection by (i) of Lemma 2.1, R/I has no direct summand except

zero and itself. Thus R/I is simple and / is a maximal right ideal of

P. Conversely, assume that every almost maximal right ideal of R

is maximal. Let U be a uniform right ideal of P. By Remark 2.4, if

O^xE U then (x)r is an almost maximal right ideal of P, hence it is

maximal. Therefore xR is a minimal right ideal of P. This is true for

any Oj^xEU and U is uniform, U must be a minimal right ideal.

Now let Ux, U2, • • • , Un be n uniform right ideals in R such that

XXi© Ui is a large right ideal of R. Then there is an element

a in 22"-i® Ui such that (a)r = {o} by [3, Theorem 3.9]. Let 5 be the

right socle of R. Then 23?_i+ UiES. Let Q(R) be the complete right

quotient ring of R so thata~1EQ(R). Let K= {rER\ a"V£i?}. Then

A is a large right ideal of R and SEK. Since a~1SER, a_1UES for

any minimal right ideal U. Therefore a~xSES and 1G-S- Thus S = R

and R is semisimple artinian.

Lemma 3.2. If I is an almost maximal right ideal of a ring R then

p(I)= {xER\RxEl} is a prime ideal.

Proof . Let A and B be ideals of R such that A B Ep (I) ■ I f A (\.p (I)
and BEP (I) then ACfil and B(fil since p(I) is the largest ideal of

R which is contained in I. Let aEA\I and bEB\I. Then by (AI)

there exist rx, r2 and cGA*(7) such that arx=br2=-c mod I. This

means that arx-br2 = c2 mod I since N(I)/I is a ring and c2EI- This

is impossible since c2GA*(7) and N*(I)C\I= 0.

Lemma 3.3. Let I be a right ideal of a ring R and let S be an ideal of

R such that If)S. Then I/S is an almost maximal right ideal of R/S

if and only if I is an almost maximal right ideal of R.

Proof. Straightforward.
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Theorem 3.4. Let R be a ring with 1. Then the following two state-

ments are equivalent:

(i) R is right noetherian and every almost maximal right ideal of R

is maximal.

(ii) R is right artinian.

Proof. Assume (ii). Then R is right noetherian (refer [l, Theorem

15, p. 48]). Let r(R) be the prime radical of R, that is, the intersection

of prime ideals in R. If 7 is an almost maximal right ideal of R then

I~)r(R) by Lemma 3.2. By Lemma 3.3, I/r(R) is an almost maximal

right ideal of R/r(R). Since R/r(R) is semisimple artinian, by

Lemma 3.1, I/r(R) is a maximal right ideal of R/r(R). Hence 7 is a

maximal right ideal of R. Conversely, assume (i). Since any almost

maximal right ideal of R is maximal and R/r(R) is right noetherian,

by Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.1, R/r(R) is semisimple artinian. There-

fore J(R), the Jacobson radical of R, is equal to r(R) and J(R) is an

nil ideal. Since R is right noetherian and J(R) is nil, J(R) is nil-

potent. Therefore by [2, Theorem (S. U. Chase), p. 189], P is right

artinian.

Proposition 3.5. If R is a strongly regular ring (i.e. if aER then

there is xER such that a2x = axa = a) then an almost maximal right

ideal of R is maximal.

Proof. If R is a strongly regular ring then for any aER, aR is

generated by a central idempotent element. Hence any right ideal

of P is an ideal. Hence if 7 is an almost maximal right ideal of R

then N(I) =R and P/7 is isomorphic to a subring of HomB(P/7, P/7)

which is an integral domain by Theorem 2.3. Now if aER\I then

there is xER such that axER\I and (ax)(ax)=ax. Therefore, the

map: tax(r+1) = axr+1 lor any rER is the identity map since

0 9^taxEHomR(R/I, R/I) and t2ax = tax. Therefore P/7 is a division

ring and 7 is maximal.
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